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Abstract. Control or avoidance of Neoclassical Tearing Modes (NTMs) will be necessary for good performance
in ITER. Recent joint ITPA/IEA and other experiments on JET, DIII-D and ASDEX Upgrade are reported
providing new insights into the transport effects, seeding, underlying physics, and threshold scaling of NTMs.
Studies highlight the key role of sawteeth in triggering NTMs, with advances made in prediction and control in
ITER-relevant high fast particle content plasmas. A range of trigger mechanisms are found in ELMy H-mode and
hybrid scenarios, with 3 types of NTM impacting performance. Underlying physics scales towards increased
NTM sensitivity in ITER, suggesting further measurement and development of control strategies are important.

1. Introduction - Issues and Impact of NTMs
The triggering of a Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) is a complex process. Not only does it
involve several subtle mechanisms governing the evolution of a neoclassical island. There
also remain critical uncertainties both in the form, threshold and controllability of the
triggering instability, and in the coupling process by which the triggering instability induces
an initial island. Nevertheless, in recent years there has been considerable progress both in
understanding the mechanisms and developing control over them.
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For ITER, NTM triggering remains a crucial issue,
4/3
#58884 only
as the mode is expected to account for the main β
3/2
expanded in
limit in H-mode and hybrid scenarios. The most
time: 15-18s
2/1
serious concern is for sawtoothing ELMy H-modes, 0
βΝ
where the strong fast particle populations (from
termination
negative ion beams and fusion born α particles) are
expected to partially stabilise sawteeth [1] leading
SXR/a.u.
to long periods. As seen on JET (Fig 1), such events
long sawtooth
can excite multiple types of NTM, at low βΝ [2],
NBI/MW
leading to large falls in particle and energy
confinement. Thus, issues that must be addressed
for ITER include predicting and controlling mode
ICRH/MW
thresholds, understanding their consequences, and
the requirements for control or removal. We
summarise progress on these fronts in this paper.
Time (s)
Fig 1: Multiple NTMs excited by long
Direct NTM stabilisation is discussed in other
sawtooth crash at low β Ν (#58884 in blue),
papers at this conference [3,4].

and a no-NTM case (#58893 in red) in JET.
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2. Formalism - NTM physics scalings

To understand how the various physical mechanisms combine to trigger an NTM, it is useful
to consider the modified Rutherford equation, which governs the evolution of an island of full
width, w and minor radius, r [5,6]:
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Here the NTM is driven by a helical hole in the bootstrap current [7] around an island (the abs
term) and so is dependent on the local poloidal β, βp (with a small correction for field
curvature [8], aGGJ term). Islands rapidly grow (on a resistive timescale, τr) to a saturated size
which to first order depends on the ratio of the bootstrap term to the classical tearing stability
index [the r(∆'−αw) term], which by definition is negative for an NTM (the coefficient α
describing its island size dependence [9]). However, the wd, apol, and wb terms make the NTM
unconditionally stable at small island size (and also low β) leading to the requirement of a
seeding event to induce a large enough island for neoclassical growth. These small island
terms are due respectively to (wd) the effects of finite transport over the island [10], (apol) ion
polarisation currents [11], and (wb) the loss of bootstrap as size approaches ion banana widths
[12]. They are important both in governing the thresholds for the modes, and the requirements
for NTM control systems. Most significantly they lead to a dependence on normalised
poloidal Larmor radius, ρ*, which is expected to play a key role in the scaling of NTM physics
towards ITER. For example, the ion polarisation current term can be characterised by [13],
apol ∝ g(ν,ε) (Lq / Lp) 2 ρiθ2 . Ω(Ω−ωi*)/ωe*

2

(2)

where ‘g’ is a function of normalised collisionality, ν=νi/εωe*, with g=1 for ν<<1, and g=ε−3/2
for ν>>1; νi is the ion collision frequency, ωe* (ωi*) is the electron (ion) diamagnetic
frequency, and ρiθ is the poloidal Larmor radius, all taken at the resonant surface. This
depends on the natural island propagation frequency (Ω) in the zero radial electric field frame
of reference [13] which is somewhat uncertain both experimentally and theoretically.
Nevertheless, folding this back into Eq. (1), assuming a given seed size, w=wseed, solving for
marginal growth (dw/dt=0), and neglecting rotation, wd and wb terms, gives a threshold for
NTM onset in βp which scales with ρ*:
Lq
Lp

β p−onset = − rs ∆' . ρ i*θ .

wseed / w pol
[1 − ( w pol / wseed ) 2 ]

. g (ν , ε )

(3)

where wpol2 = apol / (abs ε1/2 Lq/Lp) and ρiθ∗ =ρiθ/rs. A
similar form can be obtained with the finite island
transport model (wd), as discussed in Refs [14] and
[15], assuming a heat flux limited approach to
allow for low collisionality [10].
3. Role of the sawtooth in NTM onset
The above argument assumes that variations in the
physics terms in equation (1) dominate in NTM
onset. However considerable uncertainty exists in
the mechanisms that lead to a seed, and it can be
speculated that as plasma heating is increased the
processes which generate this seed might change
considerably. This has recently been explored in
Ref. [16], examining data from the JET tokamak.
Here it is found (Fig 2) that simple ρ*-ν based

(arbitrary units)

Fig 2: Ratio of β in shot 47282 to
value predicted for NTM onset from
power law β (ρ*,ν) fits to JET data.
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scalings are in fact entirely non-predictive of the β at
which the 3/2 NTM (denoted as poloidal/toroidal
mode number) is triggered. Instead NTM onsets
align with the normal discharge evolution (Fig 3) as
β rises and the natural beam fuelled density evolves
- additional parameters must control the point of
NTM onset. Neural network techniques were
employed to explore a wide range of possible control
parameters; an automatic optimisation found best
network performance with just 3 parameters: βΝ,
ρiφ*, and sawtooth period, as shown in Fig 4. Unlike
ρ*-ν scalings used in Fig 2, this network clearly
anticipates the approaching NTM, even though the
discharges divide into two categories (upper group
with onset during a rapid β rise; lower group with
onset at higher β where discharges evolve more
slowly). Exploring network performance (Table I)
it is found that the number of errors (trajectories
entering the yellow region in Fig 4) rises
significantly if sawtooth period is removed, while
ρ* offers little benefit. (Note that while
collisionality does not enter into scalings on JET,
it is found to play some role on other devices).

Fig 3: NTM onsets (symbols) and
discharge trajectories (lines) for shots
with/without ICRH heating as in key.

TABLE I: NEURAL NETWORK ERROR
DEPENDENCE ON INPUT PARAMETERS:

Residual† Errors
34.3
17%
βΝ τsawtooth ρiφ
βΝ τsawtooth
34.4
20%
*
βΝ ρiφ
35.7
26%
βΝ
35.9
31%
*
ρiφ
37.5
29%
†
Σ(predicted − actual time to NTM)2
Parameters used:

*

Fig 4: Comparison of optimal neural network
NTM onset prediction with actual time to NTM.

100% ICRH
Given a choice between sawtooth period and
magnetic precursor size, the network finds period
most significant. This is also observed phenomenologically [2], with long sawteeth not having larger
precursors. The β dependence is shown in Fig 5,
which indicates an apparent threshold in sawtooth
period above which NTM onset can occur close to
the β threshold for metastability.
4. Prediction and control of sawteeth

100% NBI

In a burning plasma, it is expected that the strong
energetic α population will stabilise sawteeth,
leading to large infrequent events that trigger the Fig 5: Dependence of 3/2 NTM onset β Ν on
τsawtooth and heating mix (colour) in JET.
NTM at low βΝ - an effect observed directly on JET
4
with ICRH accelerated He ions [17]. The importance of sawtooth control is highlighted by
recent experiments on JET. Here it is found that low β NTMs (eg blue curves in Fig 1) could
be avoided by utilising two strategies: firstly, ICRH phasing was switched to one that reduced
the core particle pinch (-90º). Secondly the timing of the heating power rise was delayed to
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establish a sawtoothing auxiliary heated L-mode, prior to H-mode entry. This is conjectured to
reduce profile peaking in the core before introduction of strong fast particle populations, and
thereby avoid a long first sawtooth that triggers the NTM. This led to dramatically reduced
mode activity with improved performance and stable operation at much higher input power, as
shown in the red case in Fig 1. Thus careful consideration of plasma profiles and operational
development can avoid the most severe effects of NTMs.
For ITER sawteeth, two strategies are possible: (i) stabilisation with early α production, or (ii)
destabilisation to make them small and benign. Latest estimates [18] suggest the former can
delay the first sawtooth for perhaps 50s, allowing thermal equilibration. Significant extensions
may be possible with aggressive current drive techniques [19] or modifications to the start-up,
but these change the scenario, and leave the ability to reach steady state or test materials,
limited. Sawtooth destabilisation was demonstrated on JET using ion cyclotron current drive
(ICCD) to modify q=1 shear in the 1990s [20], and raise NTM thresholds in 2000 [2].
However, these results were obtained in regimes without significant fast particles, where the
sawtooth crash occurs when the most unstable resistive internal kink exceeds diamagnetic
frequencies, yielding a criterion in terms of local shear [21]. For fast particle stabilised
sawteeth the crash depends on the size of stabilising contributions to the potential energy (ie
ideal MHD). It was unclear theoretically whether this
different process could be influenced significantly by
local shear modifications.

Balanced
injection

This question has now been answered by new
experiments on JET using two ‘flavours’ of ICCD
[22] (Fig 6): one (in red) to generate strong core fast
particle populations and large sawteeth, the other (in
green) to drive localised current at the q=1 surface. It
is found that as the current drive location (green)
approaches the sawtooth inversion radius (blue
dotted), the sawtooth period (light blue) and
amplitude (dark blue) fall dramatically. Conversely,
for cases with other ICCD phasings or deposition
locations the sawteeth are not destabilised,
demonstrating the effect to be due to localised current
drive. These results put sawtooth destabilisation in
ITER on a much firmer footing. They are
complemented by progress on ASDEX Upgrade using
Fig 6: effect of q=1 current drive on
electron cyclotron current drive (the likely tool for this
ICRH stabilised sawteeth (see text).
in ITER), discussed at this conference in
Ref [3]. Work is now required to integrate
Pure counter
Pure co
these control techniques into high fast
particle baseline demonstrations at high β.
For ITER, there are additional concerns, and
opportunities, arising from the highly
energetic (~1MeV) negative ion neutral
beams (NNB). Although these might be
expected to have a weak effect on sawteeth,
due to their tangential injection giving less
trapped ions, experiments on JT-60U [23]
with 350keV NNB demonstrated significant Fig 7: Critical β p for sawtooth crash as a function
sawtooth stabilisation. These results were of beam injection asymmetry (A) for injection on
axis (solid) and just outside q=1 (dashed).
explained by Graves [24], finding new finite
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orbit effects from ions intersecting the q=1 surface - these change the free energy available to
drive the instability. Thus with core co-injection the internal kink has a high critical βp to be
triggered (Fig 7), leading to a long build up and large sawtooth crash. However, the results
also show that off-axis co-injection (dashed line) can reverse the fast ion pressure gradient at
q=1 and lower the βp threshold. This provides a new mechanism for sawtooth destabilisation
in ITER, although it should be noted that off-axis injection can also change current profiles
and shear near q=1, potentially modifying this effect [19].
A further influence arises with strong neutral beam momentum injection, due to stabilising
kinetic effects at high plasma rotation. Although not likely to be a factor in ITER, it is vital to
take account of this in modelling present devices, as it can lead to substantially longer
sawtooth periods. This has recently been measured on JET (Fig 8a) where results show
qualitative consistency with earlier predictions [25] of the critical βp for triggering a sawtooth
(Fig 8b). Taken together, the above results show that a quantitatively predictive theory for
sawteeth is developing well, and that the required ‘monster’ sawtooth destabilisation is
achievable, and could be developed as a tool prior to ITER operation.

Fig 8: a) Sawtooth period vs plasma rotation for neutral beam co/counter injection at various power
levels on JET; b) Critical β p for ideal internal kink as a function of normalised plasma rotation.

5. The seeding process
Central to understanding and predicting NTM onset is the
seeding process by which an MHD event or boundary
triggers an NTM. Here we find a range of possible
mechanisms, as might be expected from the observation of
a low metastability threshold for NTMs in present devices.
It is important to explore and resolve these for ITER.

Spectrogram:

#51995
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n=2

3/2

n=1 precursor

62.62
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ω2/kHz(kHz)

62.68
JET
#51995

Early seeding models focussed on the possibility of 10 ω 1+ω 2
magnetic coupling, for example between the sawtooth 0
precursor and NTM resonant surface, exciting an island -10
that would then grow neoclassically [26]. Indeed, 3/2 -20
NTMs are often triggered during extended phases of
-30 bicoherence of
sawtooth precursor activity, usually near its peak amplitude
n=1, 4/3 and 3/2
[27]. The mode frequencies generally preclude toroidal -40 62.64-62.652 s
ω1/kHz
coupling to n=2 sawtooth precursors, but a further -50 0
10
20
30
40
possibility [28] lies in ‘three wave’ coupling between 1/1
ω (kHz)
Fig 9: Spectrogram
and
sawtooth precursors, 4/3 NTMs, and the q=3/2 surface. bicoherence plots for JET #51995.
Here rotation frequencies are generally better matched, and indeed such coupling is
highlighted in some cases by bicoherence analyses of JET data showing clear phase locking
between driving (4/3 and 1/1) and driven (3/2) perturbations (Fig 9). However, such frequency
matches are not always established, or correlated with NTM growth. Thus, Hegna has
proposed a mechanism based on the transient changes to the transport properties around a
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magnetic island resulting from MHD events [29]. The model relies on the existence of
neoclassical polarisation currents whose stability properties depend on the island rotation
frequency in the Ε×Β
Β rest frame. The theory accounts for the competing dissipative
mechanisms that influence the island rotation. An MHD event can transiently increase the
electron dissipation and cause the island to rotate in the electron diamagnetic direction. This
affects the sign and amplitude of the neoclassical polarisation currents that influence nonlinear evolution as described by apol in Eq. (1). Hence, MHD events may transiently eliminate
the polarisation threshold mechanism and lead to island growth. This theory may explain
cases on JET where NTM growth correlates with sawtooth precursor activity without
frequency matching [27], and also DIII-D results of error fields lowering 2/1 NTM thresholds.
With longer sawteeth, NTMs appear at lower βΝ, often directly at the sawtooth crash (eg
Fig 1). Such events are likely to be a result of forced reconnection. This has been explored in
modelling by Brennan (Fig 10) using typical DIII-D parameters and profiles. Here, the relative
rotation between q=1 and q=1.5 surfaces is important with the model showing that although
this reduces the size of the 3/2 mode, it is still driven unstable. Initial mode structure conforms
to linear predictions, but becomes
contorted by the flow in the non-linear
phase (box in Fig 10), beginning to
flatten temperature profiles. This work
shows promising indications of a viable
mechanism for NTM seeding by forced
reconnection, being one of the first
studies of growth from near zero island
size. Studies must now be extended to
higher S~108 (greater computational Fig 10: Isosurface of perturbed n=1 pressure (orange)
power) and include further physics terms.
and n=2 toroidal current (green), and perturbed
electron temperature (box) in the nonlinear phase
of a simulated sawtoothing DIII-D discharge.
The most serious impact on performance
comes from 2/1 NTMs. These generally occur above 3/2 NTM thresholds, although with large
sawteeth the chances of obtaining a 2/1 NTM are greatly increased. At high βΝ, 2/1 NTMs can
be triggered by sawteeth or ELMs (especially at lower q95), but do not always require a
triggering instability [30]. Although β thresholds align to a ρ* scaling, modes most commonly
occur close to the with-wall β limit. This has driven the adoption of a theory based on poles in
the classical tearing stability, ∆', which develop as ideal limits are approached. Its application
to NTMs was demonstrated for DIII-D [31], where it was found that ∆' slowly evolves
towards instability as βΝ rises towards the ideal β limit. This has also been extended to
explain high βΝ sawtooth triggered 3/2 NTMs [32], where the sawteeth help drive the island
growth as the plasma approaches a ∆' pole from the n=2 ideal pressure driven kink.
]
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A further influence on 2/1 NTM thresholds originates
from error fields (which arise from design asymmetries
in a tokamak). On JET, error fields lowered 2/1 NTM βΝ
thresholds by ~35% and caused them to start in a locked
(NTM onset βΝ corrected
state. This indicates that the two drives for island growth
for best fit no-error scaling)
combine, with increased error field sensitivity (and
Rotating onset
plasma braking) at high βΝ. A similar effect is seen on
Locked onset
DIII-D (Fig 11), although in this case there is a 0
substantial region of lower NTM β thresholds with the
Error applied
0
Bpen (G)
12
mode still formed rotating. This suggests a more subtle Fig 11: Effect of applied error field
mechanism, with the error field altering the NTM drive,
on 2/1 NTM threshold on DIII-D.
rather than directly driving the island itself (which requires the island to be locked to the error
field). Indeed preliminary rotation data indicates decreased plasma rotation in the Ε×Β
Β rest
frame, potentially reducing ion polarisation current effects and enabling seeding.
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Fishbones also trigger NTMs. While early results from ASDEX Upgrade [33] showed 3/2
NTM onset β vs ρ* scalings to be ~20% with fishbones instead of sawteeth, new JET data
(Fig 12) shows with more fast particles and shaping, fishbone triggered NTMs do not extend
to lower βΝ (as sawteeth do). Also, JET fishbone cases appear (unlike in ASDEX Upgrade) to
follow the same trajectory as sawtooth seeded cases - this trajectory arises from the natural
evolution, confinement and beam fuelling of the discharges. β Ν
In addition fishbones have been recently observed to trigger
2/1 NTMs at high βΝ (~2.5) in JET hybrid scenarios.
6. Scaling of the underlying NTM physics
With a range of seeding mechanisms, the underlying criteria
for neoclassical growth becomes crucial, with the key
ρiφ*
question being how do the small island terms scale towards
ITER? These not only govern the sensitivity to triggering Fig 12: Fishbone and sawtooth
events, but also the requirements for control of small islands seeded 3/2 NTMs onset β Ν in JET
and their removal by electron cyclotron systems in ITER. By performing β ramp-down
experiments, and fitting consequent island size evolutions using Eqn (1), it is possible to
empirically measure the size and scaling of these small island effects, allowing direct
extrapolation to ITER. New ‘ITPA’ cross-machine experiments have been executed on JET,
DIII-D and ASDEX Upgrade, to address this for the 3/2 NTM. Results show a clear trend with
the metastability β threshold (Fig 14, plotted in local parameters related to the underlying
NTM bootstrap drive) falling with normalised poloidal ρ*. Preliminary analysis also suggests
that scale lengths for small island stabilisation terms do not vary substantially with ρiθ* (Fig
15). This suggests a challenging task for ITER, operating well above the metastability
threshold, with complete NTM removal requiring ECCD to drive island sizes down to levels
similar to those required in present devices. Similar work is continuing for the 2/1 NTM.
7. Consequences of NTMs and implications for ITER
With various trigger mechanisms and NTM types, it is important to understand NTM
consequences. 2/1 NTMs clearly have the most serious impact (eg Fig 1) and are unacceptable
to ITER [34]. However, 3/2 NTMs are also significant and could impact fusion power
substantially [34] (although they are ubiquitous and fairly benign in hybrid scenarios). Effects
have been explored further in JET trace Tritium experiments, using horizontal and vertical
neutron cameras to track the progress of a Tritium puff, constraining transport simulations.
Preliminary results show the 3/2 NTM consistent with a ~50% reduction in the inward pinch
in the vicinity of the island [35]. However, recent work has also shown that at low q95, even
higher harmonic NTMs can have a significant effect. For example in JET shot 62129 (Fig 16,
3.7MA, 2.9T, q95=2.7) successively higher number modes are associated with steps in
confinement and neutron rate. With the 4/3 NTM present, neutron rates are ~30% lower than
values once all the modes have disappeared, while stored energy is ~13% lower. Although
there is a slight evolution in current profile (linked with and probably driving, the appearance
and decay of each mode), the ELMs and plasma density remain fairly constant. Thus it seems
likely that the high m/n modes are accounting for most of this behaviour.
Thus we see a range of NTMs and triggering mechanisms pose a concern for ITER. But we
also see that the problem is becoming tractable, with benign scalings for some events (eg a βΝ
limit), and the possibility of control when scalings are adverse. In baseline scenarios the most
serious limit originates from sawteeth, where there is good progress in predicting and
controlling behaviour. Further triggers (fishbones, ∆' poles, and possibly ELMs) occur at
higher βΝ, but it seems at least possible that these will be at similar βΝ in ITER. In the hybrid
scenario, the main concern remains the 2/1 NTM at high βΝ - the extrapolation of this needs to
be tested for ITER. Pre-emptive current drive at the NTM resonant surface can also raise
NTM onset βs, as recently shown in DIII-D with real time MSE tracking of q=3/2 [36].
However, with theory predicting greatly increased sensitivity to NTMs in ITER, due to its low
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ρ*, we must not be complacent. There remain many aspects that need further theoretical and

β pe (r s /L p )

experimental elucidation, not least, the seeding. Further, strong α and NNB fast particle
populations, will make sawtooth control challenging. So, while the principal physics
ingredients may have been assembled, and a new generation of codes is developing, work now
needs to focus on measuring and explaining events in detail in order to predict behaviour and
requirements for ITER. Control techniques must also be developed as robust, ready to use
tools, rather than lengthy research programmes for 1.5
JET
ITER. Thus, NTM physics remains as a challenging
DIII-D
ASDEX U
and serious issue for ITER, but one in which
ITER
progress is beginning to pay off in terms of
theoretical and experimental tools to predict and
Regression fit
control behaviour.
against ρiθ* alone:
1.08
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